C APELLA
NATURAL CLAY WALL CAP
FROM

PACIFIC C LAY

The Capella Natural Clay
Wall Cap can be readily
modified into end caps
and corners.

I

nspired by the warmth and elegance of Italian architecture and
landscaping, Pacific Clay used its creative imagination to produce
Capella Natural Clay Wall Cap, a decorative enhancement for brick,
concrete block, and stucco walls.
With Pacific Clay’s unique design, our Capella Wall Caps make it
quick and easy to cut and add the finishing touches to end caps and
corners. Capella can also be attached vertically for a pleasing effect or it
can be used to cap columns.
Capella offers all of the enduring qualities of natural clay. Its inherent
durability and color integrity will provide years of maintenance free
service through all types of climactic conditions. Look for Capella in
seven attractive Pacific Clay colors, which match Pacific Clay’s existing
family of brick.

8" Wall Cap

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 8" x 2" x 10-5/8"
(Fits a 6-inch block)
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Unit Weight: 8.5 lbs.
Texture:

Die Skin

10" Wall Cap
Dimensions: 10" x 2" x 10-5/8"
(Fits an 8-inch block)
Unit Weight: 11.5 lbs.
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Texture:

Die Skin
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Iron Spot

Red Flashed

Royal Saltillo

Sunset Red

Other colors in our family line may be custom ordered.
Bricks in this brochure were photographed and printed to match the original brick as closely as possible; however, production runs vary
slightly in color (color ranges occur in each production run). Pacific Clay’s colors are produced from natural clays – color ranges are
inherent in the product and should be sampled accordingly. Weights listed are averages; individual bricks may vary in weight and
dimension while maintaining accordance with ASTM specifications. Pacific Clay Brick Products maintains the right to revise packaging
and products inventoried.
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